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Context 
At SCO meet, Jaishankar targets BRI
India stayed out of the joint communique reference to China’s Belt and Road 
Initiative, while all other member states affirmed support for it

Context 
China's  Belt and Road Initiative 



Connectivity projects must respect sovereignty issues, External Affairs 
Minister S. Jaishankar said, in a reference to China’s Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI), at a virtual meeting of the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation (SCO) 

Dr. Jaishankar pitched for more trade through Iran’s Chabahar port and the 
International North South Transport Corridors that India is a part of, aiming 
to improve bilateral trade with Central Asian countries.

A communique issued after the meeting named all countries, other than 
India, and said they “reaffirmed their support for the ‘Belt and Road’ 
initiative”, “including the work to promote the alignment of the ‘Belt and 
Road’ construction with the construction of the Eurasian Economic Union”.

The total trade with SCO Members is only $141 billion, which has potential 
to increase manifold. Fair market access is to our mutual benefit and only 
way to move forward.

The bulk of India’s trade with SCO countries is with China, which crossed 
$100 billion this year.



He also said  “Connectivity projects should respect the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of member states and respect international law.” 

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI, or B&R[1]), formerly known as One Belt 
One Road or OBOR for short, is a global infrastructure development strategy 
adopted by the Chinese government in 2013 to invest in nearly 150 countries 
and international organizations.

It is considered a centerpiece of the Chinese leader Xi Jinping's foreign 
policy. The BRI forms a central component of Xi's "Major Country Diplomacy" 
strategy, which calls for China to assume a greater leadership role for global 
affairs in accordance with its rising power and status.

Xi originally announced the strategy as the "Silk Road Economic Belt" during 
an official visit to Kazakhstan in September 2013.



Context 
Modi calls for road map to develop Mangarh Dham as a global tribal 
destination

GS-1 
Margarh Dham



Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday called for preparing a road map to 
develop Mangarh Dham in Rajasthan’s Banswara district as a tribal 
destination with a prominent identity at the global level. 

Mangarh Dham, situated near the Rajasthan-Gujarat boundary, is known for 
the massacre of tribespeople by the British Indian Army in 1913.

Mr. Modi said the memorial raised at the place was a symbol of bravery and 
sacrifice of tribal people.

Nearly 1,500 Bhil tribals and forest dwellers were killed in a hill in Mangarh on 
November 17, 1913, when the British Indian Army opened fire on the 
protesters who were demanding abolition of bonded labour system and 
relaxation in heavy agricultural taxes imposed by the rulers of princely states. 
The tribes in the southern Rajasthan region were led by Govind Guru.



Mr. Modi said since Mangarh Dham was a shared heritage of the people of 
Rajasthan, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, the governments of 
the four States could work together and prepare a road map to bring the 
memorial site on the world map. “The development of Mangarh Dham will 
make this area a place of inspiration for the new generation,”



Context 
An invasive species, Senna spectabilis, an exotic tree, has taken over 
between 800 hectares and 1,200 hectares of the buffer zones of the 
Mudumalai Tiger Reserve (MTR) in the picturesque Nilgiris hill district.

GS-3 
Invasive tree in Mudumali Tiger Reserve 



An invasive species, Senna spectabilis, an exotic tree, has taken over between 
800 hectares and 1,200 hectares of the buffer zones of the Mudumalai Tiger 
Reserve (MTR) in the picturesque Nilgiris hill district.

The Forest Department is coming up with a comprehensive strategy to tackle 
the invasive species, which continues to spread rapidly in the buffer zone.

Introduced as an ornamental species and for use as firewood from South and 
Central America, the species has become highly invasive in the Sigur plateau 
in both the core and buffer zones of the MTR.

Over the last few years, its bright yellow flowers have become more visible 
across the Tiger Reserve. Conservationists say the invasive weed has a 
negative effect on local biodiversity, crowding out native species and limiting 
food availability for wildlife.



The Forest Department is still demarcating areas where the species is 
spreading. According to officials, policy-level discussions are under way on 
Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Papers Limited (TNPL) plan to use wood from 
Senna spectabilis from the MTR for paper-making. They said the funds so 
raised would be used in eco-restoration to bring back native species.

the Forest Department was also formulating a 10-year-plan to systematically 
remove Lantana camara, the other major weed that poses a threat to 
biodiversity in both the core and buffer zones of the Tiger Reserve.

Senna spectabilis, along with Lantana camara, is among five major invasive 
weeds that had taken over vast swathes of the Nilgiris, with wattle being the 
other major invasive species. Eucalyptus and pine, though exotic, do not 
spread as quickly as the other species and are considered easier to 
manage.



Context 
The C-295 and India’s aircraft industry
How significant is the setting up of the C-295 transport aircraft manufacturing 
facility in Vadodara to India’s domestic industry? Which are the major 
companies within India’s growing civil aviation sector? How will the 
procurement of new aircraft boost the defence manufacturing ecosystem?

GS-3 
Indian Aircraft Industry 



Prime Minister Narendra Modi layed the foundation stone for the C-295 
transport aircraft manufacturing facility in Vodadara to be set up by Airbus 
Defence and Space and Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL).

Indian companies, both public and private, have steadily expanded their 
footprint in the global supply chains of major defence and aerospace 
manufacturers supplying a range of components, systems and sub-systems.

India has a much bigger footprint in civil aviation manufacturing than 
defence, in addition to being a market itself. Both Airbus and Boeing do 
significant sourcing from India for their civil programmes.

The C-295MW is a transport aircraft of 5-10 tonne capacity which will replace 
the legacy Avro aircraft in the Indian Air Force (IAF) procured in the 1960s.



Prime Minister Narendra Modi layed the foundation stone for the C-295 
transport aircraft manufacturing facility in Vadodara to be set up by Airbus 
Defence and Space and Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL). This is the 
first time a private sector company would be manufacturing a full aircraft in the 
country. This is a huge step forward for India in the global aircraft 
manufacturing domain.

Of the 56 aircraft contracted, 16 will come in fly-away condition from Spain 
between September 2023 and August 2025. The remaining 40 will be 
manufactured here to be delivered between September 2026 and 2031 at the 
rate of eight aircraft per year. 

Nearly 240 engineers will be trained at the Airbus facility in Spain for the 
project, the MoD said.

Over the last two decades, Indian companies, both public and private, have 
steadily expanded their footprint in the global supply chains of major defence 
and aerospace manufacturers supplying a range of components, systems and 
sub-systems.



India has a much bigger footprint in civil aviation manufacturing than 
defence, in addition to being a major market itself. Both Airbus and Boeing 
do significant sourcing from India for their civil programmes.

Since 2007, Airbus has had a wholly domestic-owned design centre here 
which has more than 650 engineers who specialise in high-tech aeronautical 
engineering and work across both fixed- and rotary-wing Airbus aircraft 
programmes. 

Airbus which has design, management and training centres in India, added, 
“Our centres have the capacity to skill more than 8,000 pilots and 2,000 
engineers over the next 10 years with plans for further expansion.

Today in India, we have the world’s fastest growing aviation sector and we 
are about to reach the top three countries in the world in terms of air traffic.

Another major growing area is Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) 
for which India can emerge as the regional hub.



This moment is akin to the automobile clusters that have emerged in the 
country turning India into a major exporter of cars to the world. With the right 
momentum, a realistic roadmap and enabling policy framework, a similar 
story can be scripted to make the country a hub for aircraft manufacturing.



Context 
Sri Lanka’s painful economic crisis may have let up a little, mainly for those 
who can afford higher living costs, but shortages continue to affect its noted 
health care system, according to officials and medical practitioners.

GS-2 
Drug Shortage in Srilanka 



Sri Lanka’s painful economic crisis may have let up a little, mainly for those 
who can afford higher living costs, but shortages continue to affect its noted 
health care system, according to officials and medical practitioners.

Despite international lending agencies and bilateral partners, especially India, 
pumping in emergency credit, the health sector is still short of over 150 
essential drugs. 

Compared to the severe shortages of fuel, food items, and medicines that Sri 
Lanka experienced earlier this year, when the government ran out of dollars, 
supplies have improved now, with the government rationing fuel, repurposing 
available funds, and obtaining support from bilateral partners, mainly India.

In October, headline inflation was at 66%, while food inflation was at 85.6%. 
The International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) External Fund Facility (EFF), which 
Sri Lanka hoped would come through by the end of this year, may take longer, 
as Sri Lanka’s efforts to restructure its debt — a prerequisite for the EFF — 
appear delayed.



To cope with the short supply of drugs, hospitals are using a recently set-up 
centralised system for supplies and coordinating among themselves. But the 
shortages are a “significant” factor for the day-to-day functioning of the 
country’s health sector

Drugs used for treatment of cancer are in short supply, doctors said, while 
pointing to a shortage of medical devices and reagents used for laboratory 
tests and investigations. Surgical supplies are inadequate and servicing 
medical equipment has become harder, they observed.

Medical professionals are raising funds from donors abroad and within the 
country to cope, and working with the Health Ministry in its efforts to source 
drugs.

Over 80% of Sri Lanka’s medical supplies are imported. In 2021, the island 
nation imported more than $800 million worth of pharmaceutical products.

The Ranil Wickremesinghe government has earmarked $200 million for the 
purpose, from the billion-dollar credit line extended by India this year, as part 
of its nearly $4 billion total assistance to Sri Lanka. 



In the fight against air pollution in the Indo-Gangetic Plain, there are several 
important protagonists, none more so than India’s frontline environmental 
regulators, the State Pollution Control Boards (SPCBs), and the Pollution 
Control Committees (PCCs) in the Union Territories.

Their primary role is to regulate emissions from point sources such as 
industries and power plants that contribute substantially to ambient air 
pollution in urban and rural areas.

They have also been tasked with guiding cities in meeting targets under the 
National Clean Air Programme and spending Finance Commission grants for 
air quality improvements. In short, there is no future with clean air in which 
the SPCBs do not perform at the highest level possible.

Editorial 
The weakest link in air pollution fight 



The SPCBs were initially constituted under the Water (Prevention and Control 
of Pollution) Act, 1974. Under the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 
Act, 1981, the SPCB mandate was expanded to include air quality 
management. Subsequently, several new environmental regulations added to 
their roles and functions. 

This enhanced mandate has not been matched with increased capacity and 
capability in the Boards. As environmental indicators such as air quality and 
water quality worsen in many parts of the country, the Boards are evidently 
failing to effectively discharge their statutory mandate.

In a recently published series of papers by the Centre for Policy Research, 
we find that many of these reasons continue to afflict the SPCBs. This article 
unpacks three key institutional constraints under which SPCBs in the 
Indo-Gangetic Plain function, and discusses their implications on air quality 
governance in India.



First, the composition of SPCBs is a matter of serious concern as important 
stakeholders and those with crucial expertise are missing in most States. 

Scientists, medical practitioners, and academics constitute only 7% of the 
Board members.

Given the scale and causes of air pollution in India, multi-disciplinary expertise 
is needed to tackle it; there must also be an explicit focus on health while 
designing air pollution policy. The lack of expertise and skewed representation 
of stakeholders on the Boards can only be a hindrance to effective policy 
making.

Third, the SPCBs are critically under-staffed. At least 40% of all sanctioned 
posts are vacant across nine SPCBs/PCCs for which there is data. 

Second, the SPCB leadership  the chairperson and the member secretary do 
not enjoy a long, stable, and full-time tenure. In many States, persons in these 
two posts hold an additional charge in other government departments.









Answer keys for 1-11-22 PYQs are:
1-d
2-c
3-c
4-a
5-b
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